Individual recognition is a widely reported phenomenon in the animal world, where it contributes to successful maternal interaction, parental care, group breeding, cooperation, mate choice, etc. This work addresses the question of how one may implement such social competence in a humanoid robot. We argue that the robot must be able to recognize people and learn about their various characteristics through embodied social interaction. Thus, we proposed an initial implementation of an online and unsupervised face recognition system for Kismet, our sociable robotic plarfonn [I]. We show how specific features of this particular application drove our decision and implementation process, challenged by the difJiculty of the face recognition problem, which has so far been explored in the supervised manner. Experimental results are reported to illustrate what was solved and lessons learned from the current implementation.
Introduction
The ability to recognize and remember individuals is crucial for complex interactions among social animals, such as preferential treatment, cooperative behavior, and reciprocity. Mantis shrimps have been observed to avoid empty cavities with the odor of those that have defeated them in the past, but enter those with the odor of individuals they have beaten. Caldwell [2] concluded that they're able to not only recognize other individuals, but also remember their reputation as fighters. This paper addresses the question of how one may implement in a humanoid robot the ability to learn to recognize and remember things about people it interacts with. Such social competence leads to complex social behavior, such as cooperation, dislike, loyalty, affection, and attachment. As proposed by Dautenhahn [3] , if robots have long-term contact with humans, it may be desirable to have them develop individual relationships, which is exactly the aftermath of this social dynamic. Moreover, the ability to distinguish among people allows the robot to build toward more complex social competencies where 0-7803-7398-7/02/$17.00 02002 IEEE 1202 the idea of people as distinct individuals is crucial, including theory of mind and social referencing.
In order to recognize and remember characteristics of various people, the robot must be able to identify people and link contextual information (past behavior, beliefs, habits, affiliations, etc) with recognition memory of one's appearance. A substantial amount of research has been carried out in person identification technology [4, 5, 61.
Most of these works attempt to solve the identification problem: given a set of labeled training data and a set of test data, find the correct person label for the test data.
We would like to focus and draw attention to the acquisition process of the training data. In most existing face recognition systems, the training images are collected and labeled manually. We argue that the contextual knowledge about other people that we acquire through our daily social experience is so rich and complex that manually encoding it into a database along with the corresponding person's facial images for the robot to memorize is very limiting. We propose that the robot must collect training data for learning about people's various characteristics through embodied social interaction, thus directly perceiving the richness of the environment.
I . .
As an initial attempt toward this goal, we implemented an online and unsupervised face recognition system, where the robot opportunistically collects, labels, and learns various faces while interacting with people (without any staged introduction session), starting from an empty database. We will show how specific features of this particular application drove our decision and implementation process, challenged by the difficulty of the face recognition problem, which has so far been explored in the supervised manner.
In the rest of the paper, we describe related works and briefly describe Kismet, our robotic platform. We then outline design issues and present an implementation of an online and unsupervised face recognition system for our robot, using the eigenfaces technique [7] .
Experiments were performed to examine system behavior. We report details on experiment setting -and results. Lastly, we introduce future works to implement other modalities and precursors based on the lessons learned from this implementation.
Related Work
Research in person identification technology has recently received significant attention, due to the wide range of biometric, information security, law enforcement applications, and Human Computer Interaction (HCI). Face recognition is the most frequently explored modality and has been implemented using various approaches [4] . A combination of face and body recognition has been proposed [5] . Speech recognition has also been widely investigated [6] . The use of multiple modalities has been observed [8,9]. There has also been work in exploring supervised face recognition in an embodied setting [10, 11] .
In an image and video indexing work [12] , using a neural network based face detector, extracted faces are grouped into clusters using pseudo two-dimensional Hidden Markov Models and a k-means clustering algorithm. The number of clusters is specified manually. In contrast to this work, we require the recognition system to perform in an automatic and unsupervised manner. Thus, the number of clusters i.e. the number of individuals interacting with the robot at any given time is unknown.
Robotic Platform
Kismet is an expressive robotic creature with perceptual and motor modalities tailored to natural human communication channels. Infant-level social competencies have been implemented on our robot, Kismet, as building blocks for exploring socially situated learning between Kismet and its human carerriver rll. 
Design Issues and Considerations

Performance Criteria
Current state of the art in face recognition technology allows for a recognition accuracy of 95% on more than 1000 fkontal mugshot-like images when taken in the same day and 80% when taken with a different camera and lighting condition [ 131. Our performance criteria, however, is less ambitious in terms of recognition accuracy per image. Our goal is for the system to be able to consistently recognize and remember people who are relevant to Kismet and interact with it on a regular basis. In the same way, we also do not remember every single person we pass on the street.
Failure Modes
We consider two possible failure types: clustering error and failure to learn to recognize a person despite fkequent encounters. While some errors are unavoidable, it is less harmful to place an individual's faces into multiple clusters than it is to cluster multiple individuals into one class in the training set. In the latter case, the robot will constantly treat multiple people as the same person and any effort to learn additional characteristics of these people will be misleading.
Eigenface Method
We decided to implement the face recognition module using the eigenface technique [7] because it is widely implemented and well known for its simplicity and computational efficiency. The eigenface method uses an information theory approach of coding facial images, where it attempts to find the principal component of the distribution of faces, or the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the set of face images.
Observation of the recognition system's performance on a random sample of images indicates similar findings to [14] and [15] . Performance is highly dependent on correlation between face alignment in the training and test set. Also, performance degrades in the presence of facial expressions and changes in scale. In [15] , subjects were requested to minimize head motion in order to ensure proper alignment. This is not an option in our case because imposing restrictions on posture and expression will greatly restrict social interactions with the robot.
Implementation
As shown in figure 2, visual input from the camera is passed as input to the face detector system [16] . Face detector sends information regarding location of faces found within the robot's visual range, if any, for further pre-processing. Based on the training set, the preprocessed image is then recognized to generate an initial hypothesis'. After the recognition process, postprocessing may be. performed on the test image in order to either include unknown individuals or incrementally improve the existing training set. information about basic visual features across the entire visual field. These low-level features influence the direction of Kismet's gaze. This greatly simplifies the interface between the face recognition system and the environment. The face recognition system is simply activated when a face is detected within the visual field. If the face is the most salient stimulus at the time, the cameras will track it, maintaining it within the visual field.
Attentional System: An Interface to the Environment
Face Detector. Given periodic camera input, the face detector outputs the location of existing faces, if any. We used a frontal face detection system developed by [16] which satisfies both the performance and real-time criteria on our slightly different environment: 128 by 128 pixel images on 800 MHz PCs. Since both the camera and target move around, the face detector's output is relatively noisy. There is a large variation in distance, viewing angle, and lighting. For higher detection accuracy, we utilize the skin tone detector and accept the detected face region if it contains enough skin color.
Re-processing
In order to minimize variations generated by the noise in the environment, each face image found within the visual range is pre-processed. Each image is scaled to a 40x40 greyscale pixel image. A simple alignment procedure is applied to roughly correct off-center faces (only effective on frontal images). Each pixel in the image is normalized in order to alleviate lighting variations. Lastly, each face image is masked using 2-D Gaussian, thereby diminishing background variations.
Face Recognition
As mentioned, we are particularly concerned with the shortcoming of storing a set of manually labeled faces for the robot to learn without grounding them to direct sensory experience. We also would like to avoid a staged introduction session where individuals present their faces and provide some labels to the robot. This poses a requirement for our recognition system to learn in an online and unsupervised manner starting with an empty training set, which translates into the following tasks: 1. Given a sequence of unlabeled data containing facial images of an unknown number of individuals (produced by face detector), we must implement a somewhat reliable process to cluster them. 2. The resulting clusters may then be used as training data. 3. Once a training set is formed, each new input is classified as either a known class or new individual. 4. The system must decide when to include these new individuals into the existing training set. Details of the recognition process are described below.
Ismet's attention system acts to direct computational and behavioral resources toward salient stimuli and to organize subsequent behavior around them [17] . As shown in figure 3 , the pre-attentive system processes Pre-Training-Set Phase. Without any training set, the recognition system employs a heuristic clustering method I The face recognition was adapted fiom Turk and Pentland's eigenface-based face recognition system [7] . represents each image and the y-axis represents other images in the set that are within the threshold value Dc to it. to examine incoming input data, containing facial images of an unknown number of individuals and cluster them. Essentially, the system collects input data into batches. For each batch, the system iteratively holds out each image and computes the eigenfaces as well as each coefficient vector of the remaining images (treating each image as a class). Figure 4 shows each input's distance to roughly estimated face space and distance to its closest neighbor in the batch, calculated from several initial batches. Threshold values for the maximum allowable distance to the face space (Ds) and a known face class (Dc) are determined empirically. Assuming that most of the input images contain faces, Ds was chosen to be 2000 to include most of the data points. Based on a histogram analysis of each input's distance to its closest neighbor, Dc was chosen to be 400. Figure 5 illustrates a sample heuristic clustering process where a batch containing facial images of three individuals is separated into eight clusters. The issue of dealing with multiple clusters per individual will be addressed in the next section. As shown in the lower graph, no two individuals are mistakenly placed in the same cluster. Again, the clustering process works without knowing how many individuals there are in an input batch. Thus, we do not need to notify the recognizer whenever an individual comes and leaves, allowing the recognizer to perform in an automatic and unsupervised manner. In the current setting, cluster #5 is considered big enough to be placed into the training set as a new class. The minimum threshold value for cluster size is empirically determined based on the predictions that small clusters are more likely to contain nonrepresentative face images of an individual and large clusters of similar images are difficult to come by due to moving camera and subjects.
Online Training Phase. Initially, the training set is quite small, consisting of only a few individuals. Each input image is projected into the eigenface basis and the distance between its coefficient vector to the face space and each known class is calculated.
Image is immediately discarded if its distance to the face space > Ds. If its distance to a known class c Dc, it is classified as the corresponding individual. Otherwise, it is perceived as an unknown. Similar to the pre-training phase, each unknown image is collected in batches for postprocessing, where the same clustering procedure is applied (distributed across several processors). If a large enough cluster is found, it goes through another process, which calculates the average of distances among images in the cluster and the average of distances among the newly clustered images combined with images in each known class in the existing training set. The cluster is then either added as a new individual or into an existing class depending on how different it is from known individuals. In some cases, the system decides to ignore the newly clustered images if the difference between the calculated averages is not significant enough, i.e. less than 300 in this particular experiment. This method allows the system to learn about new faces and incrementally improve its training images over time. The more variations in expression, lighting, and pose there are in one's training set, the better the recognition performance is. Thus, the more one interacts with the robot, the more likely it is for the system to obtain their snapshots with various expressions, poses, etc. However, if one just happens to pass by, they would be represented poorly in the database and thus, not easily recognized. An experiment was carried out in order to evaluate system performance. Nine subjects were asked to play with the robot and interaction time was not regulated. Table 1 shows the number of images received per individual. Not all images are processed because the system filters out faces that are outside comfortable interaction range for Kismet, i.e. smaller than 30x30 pixels or larger than 58x58 pixels. Interaction mode is either 1 (one on one) or x > 1 (x people concurrently). Figure 6 illustrates the results of this experiment. The system was able to learn about 4 (Pl,P2,P6,P9) out of 9 subjects. The rest of the subjects were never learned, meaning their images were never put in the training set.
Experimental Results
No learning error took place, meaning the system never clusters one individual into multiple clusters and vice versa. The system failed to learn about P3 despite lengthy interaction sequences. Note that due to limited space, we only include interesting interaction sequences where new data is added into the training set. Figure 7 illustrates the detailed output sequence produced while the robot interacts with P9. Essentially, output is either unknown or not a face until a large enough cluster of P9's faces was placed in the training set. From this point on, the system starts to recognize P9.
Discussion and Future Work
Experimental results show that the system exhibits a potential to incrementally learn to recognize a few people's faces. More extensive testing is to be done on more subjects to further verify this claim. Results also indicate that the system behaves very differently across individuals. Observations of interaction sessions indicate that there is a large variation in the way people interacts with the robot. Some people like to move around; others like to use toys to attract Kismet's attention. These variations greatly impact the behavior of the system.
As mentioned above, the system failed to learn P3 despite lengthy encounters. Good clusters of P3's images were actually found but never added into the train set because the system could not reliably decide whether or not P3 was the same person as P1 or P2. Ideally, these ignored clusters should be stored such that the system can go back to them after collecting additional data. This may be analogous to priming in human's cognitive process, which facilitates memory performance on the basis of having a single prior exposure to stimuli that enhance it.
Improvements have been made such that the current system runs faster, handles concurrent interactions, and deals better with longer interaction sequence compared to our previous implementation [ 181. Consequences include larger post-processing batch size, more realistic testing scenarios, and better tuning of threshold values.
So far, we have not paid much attention on the system's final hypothesis about who is currently in front of the robot. In figure 7 , we have only shown that the system is able to recognize P9 once the system trained on his images, but still considers him as an unknown about half the time. We observe that these unknowns occur because the recognition system does not deal well with variations in pose and orientation. We hypothesize that the recognition process will'improve as the training set is incrementally expanded, but at some point other types of representation will be needed to achieve satisfactory performance. Moreover, a better alignment procedure and the use of other modalities (i.e. speaker recognition, sound localization, and gaze detection) should significantly improve recognition performance.
Lastly, an immediate extension of this work is to implement the ability to correlate simple contextual information about individuals along with their faces. For example, the robot may learn to correlate its emotional state with the presence of certain individuals or remember individual's favorite toy and frequently used words.
Conclusion
The ability to distinguish among individuals is crucial for all social animals. We have implemented an online and unsupervised face recognition system to address the issue of how one may implement such social competence in a humanoid robot. Experiments have been performed and results indicate the system is capable of learning to recognize a few individuals interacting with the robot. Lessons learned and future directions are discussed.
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